Cookies
EU law requires us to inform you that cookies are in use at this website.
Cookies are small files downloaded to your computer when you visit a website. Most
websites use them, and they all have different uses. For example, some cookies
help your browser to remember your login details, while others will help your browser
to remember the contents of your shopping cart. Others, such as those used by
Google Analytics, help webmasters understand how visitors use their website and
improve the visitor experience.
If you don’t want cookies to be downloaded onto your computer, you can change
your browser settings to disallow cookies. However, it’s worth remembering that if
you do turn off cookies in your browser, some websites you visit may not look as
they should, and may have reduced functionality.
Now that you have read this information, you agree that by continuing to use this
website you accept the use of cookies.
Below is a list of cookies currently in use at this website.
Cookie Name

Cookie
Category

Description

Duration

wordpress_

2

WordPress cookie for a
logged in user.

session

wordpress_logged_in_

2

WordPress cookie for a
logged in user

session

wordpress_test_

2

WordPress cookie for a
logged in user

session

wordpress_test_cookie

2

WordPress test cookie

session

wp-settings-

1

Wordpress also sets a few
wp-settings-[UID] cookies.
The number on the end is
your individual user ID
from the users database
table. This is used to

1 year

Cookie Name

Cookie
Category

Description

Duration

customize your view of
admin interface, and
possibly also the main site
interface.
wp-settings-time-

2

Wordpress also sets a few
wp-settings-{time}-[UID]
cookies. The number on
the end is your individual
user ID from the users
database table. This is
used to customize your
view of admin interface,
and possibly also the main
site interface.

1 year

PHPSESSID

1

To identify your unique
session on the website

session

SESS

1

To ensure that you are
recognised when you
move from page to page
within the site and that any
information you have
entered is remembered.

session

